A silica long base tiltmeter with high stability and resolution
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In order to be able to provide valuable data in multiparameter measurement field operations, tiltmeters need to have a noise level better or equal than $10^{-9}$ rad for a period range from a few minutes to a few years and a long term stability ranging from $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-8}$ rad/yr. Tiltmeter measurements should also be as much as possible insensitive to thermal disturbances, by taking great care of the horizontality of the base line tube first. Secondly, thermal responses have been assessed. We also took great care of the coupling of our tiltmeters with the bedrock. We’ve designed a long base tiltmeter with sensors in silica which has a low dilatation coefficient. The linear variable displacement transducer is based on coil coupling (powered by an alternative voltage). Finally we show the results of two 100 m silica water tube tiltmeters which were installed in a mine in the French Vosges massif in the framework of a hydrology research project. These instruments show a remarkably good stability ($6.5 \times 10^{-9}$ rad/month) and a low noise level (of the order of $10^{-11}$ rad). Toroidal and spheroidal free modes of the Earth were observed after the two last major earthquakes on Sumatra. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2829989]

I. INTRODUCTION

The survey of deformations of the surface of the Earth is performed through gravimetric dynamic, global positioning system (GPS) (geodetic), or strain measurements (tiltmeter or strainmeter). Tiltmeters provide data that combines a dynamic information (instantaneous geoid) and a geometrical information (soil flexure). The interest of tilt or strain measurement was revived in recent studies about volcanic intrusions, in recent demonstrations of long or short period transient strain signals in both subduction zones, such as the Mexican zone and the Cascadian zone, or in extension zones, such as the Gulf of Corinth. Free oscillations of the Earth excited by major earthquakes have also been measured with tiltmeters. Moreover, tilt or strain measurements allow us to observe the crustal flexure which is produced by a large range of loading processes, such as hydrological or atmospheric loadings, or the weight of the moving water column during tsunamis.

Proposing a detailed process at the origin of transient events requires much more minute observations than are available today. Most of the predictions for the amplitude of these transient signals point out that very weak signals must be indeed detected. It is ever more difficult for the smallest events which could be numerous at depth. An instrumental resolution much better than $10^{-7}$ is required at least for the strain. This is clearly out of reach for both GPS and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (inSAR) approaches. Our objective is to obtain tiltmetric data with a resolution better or equal than $10^{-9}$ rad and long term precision ranging from $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-8}$ rad/yr. As tiltmeters are more sensitive to local heterogeneities when their base line is short, it seems necessary to build tiltmeters with a long base and a very good coupling with the rock at the ends. The main drawback of water tube tiltmeters is their sensitivity to meteorological parameters, especially to the local temperature variations.
The advantage of a tunnel mine is the very good thermal stability and the horizontality of their floor to build a horizontal pipe. In order to build just under the surface, one has to dig a nearly horizontal surface to install the tube. This can quickly become a constraining and expensive task.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SILICA LONG BASE TILTMETEER AND THE LVDT TRANSDUCER

A. Description of the long base tiltmeter

The two long base tiltmeters which we will present are composed of two pyrex end vessels with an inner diameter of 132 mm and height of 165 mm [see Fig. 1(b)]. The connection between these pots is made by a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube of 100 m length and with an inner diameter of 8 mm filled with distilled water. The connection between the end vessels and the tube is set by three way valves in T (the third extension is used for the filling of the tube with the fluid using a pump). The vessels are also connected with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube in order to equalize the atmospheric pressure on the two liquid surfaces. To avoid water evaporation, we deposit on these two liquid surfaces a 3 mm thick layer of the silicone oil v100 Rhodorsil (which has a small thermal dilation coefficient). We take the additional precaution to heat the oil at a temperature of 130 °C for 5 days to eliminate all volatile elements. This silicone oil does not react chemically with water, Pyrex, silica, or PTFE and does not mix with water.

In each of the two vessels is inserted the sensor for the recording of the variation of the liquid height: it is a monolithic sensor designed almost entirely in silica [see Fig. 1(b)], with an effective range of 2.2 mm. Translated in tilt measurement, the ranges are 440 μrad for a 10 m long base and of 44 μrad for a 100 m long tiltmeter. The sensor is made up of a mobile silica float fixed on the Pyrex vessel through three contact points. A very fine silica wire (diameter of a few microns) between two points on the armature has the function of rotation axis for a silica arm hooked to the float and has a ferrite at its end. The latter can move within a silica linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT), and its displacement produces a magnetic field variation which in turn creates an electrical current whose intensity is proportional to the tilt variation Ω.

In order to perform thermal corrections, the temperature is measured with a PT1000 sensor. All wires (bringing electrical power or carrying measurements) go through a sealed panel of connectors (to allow easy disconnection) on the Pyrex vessel. The sealing is made by a joint of silicone. To check the quality of the sealing, we maintained a 30 kPa pressure difference with the atmospheric ambient outside for 30 min. Each part of the instrument described above can be easily disconnected from the other. The T valves allow an easy repair without having to empty the tube.

B. Principle of the LVDT transducer

The LVDT inductive sensor is presented in Fig. 2(a). It is composed of a ferrite (Fr) moving inside a primary (Pr) and two secondary (S1 and S2) coils. The ferrite is fixed on a silica stem (Tg) hooked to the float. The three induction coils are rolled up around a silica chuck in three symmetrical furrows. This chuck is a transparent silica tube with an external diameter of 13 mm and an internal diameter of 5 mm. Copper wire with a diameter of 0.08 mm is used for the coils (100 lathes for the primary coil and 300 for each secondary coil). These three induction coils are connected to an electronic board (developed by the electronics group of the seismological department of IPGP) which consists of an os-
oscillatory generator and an electronic circuit which computes with great precision the difference of the voltages P-S1 and P-S2 [see Fig. 2(b)]. The primary coil is powered by a 500 kHz oscillatory voltage alternating between ±5 V.

We consider the coil couples (Pr, S1) and (Pr, S2) as symmetrical transformers. When the ferrite is perfectly in the middle of the primary coil, the two transformers are equivalent. For a constant voltage (VP) applied at the primary coil, the two constant induced voltages VS1 and VS2 in the secondary coils are equal. If the ferrite moves closest to S1 (S2), the coupling (Pr, S2) decreases (increases) compared to (Pr, S1) according to the electromagnetic laws. The difference between the two voltages at secondary coils is thus proportional to the ferrite displacement. We checked that the sensor behaves linearly for a ferrite displacement between −2.2 and 2.2 mm (thus giving the range for our sensor). The advantage of this differential sensor is that any equal thermal or magnetic effects on both coils is theoretically eliminated. Moreover as the chuck is made of silica, the amplitude of the thermal dilation effects should be quite low. The primary power supply of a 500 khz oscillator with alternating voltage gives another advantage. This system has a very small influence according to a possible variation of the continuous voltage. Moreover, these variations are stabilized by an electronic heard, the voltage is indeed stable as it is 10 V ± 0.000 03 V/°C.

**C. Long term stability of the LVDT transducer**

The instrumental stability of our long base tiltmeters strongly depends on the own stability of the LVDT transducer. The expression for the tilt measurement Ω is

\[ \Omega = \tan \frac{Z_2 - Z_1}{l} \]

where \( l \) is the base length and \( \Delta Z_2 \) and \( \Delta Z_1 \) are the liquid height variations in the vessels. If we suppose that there is no uncertainty on \( l \), then the expression of the tilt uncertainty is

\[ d\Omega = \frac{|dZ_2| + |dZ_1|}{l} \]

In order to assess the internal drift of the LVDT transducer, we performed a test in collaboration with the laboratory of Rock Mechanics of the Polytechnic School of Paris. The experiment consisted in looking at the evolution of the transducer between April 2000 and June 2002. Each end of the transducer has been previously anchored to a silica device of a fixed length. The experiment site was chosen in order to have smooth and perfectly monitored temperature and humidity variations (40 m underground). Moreover, the LVDT sensors were protected by several antibug products. Over a 25 month period, an accumulated drift of only 9 µm was recorded, that is to say, an average drift of 0.36 µm/month (see Fig. 3). Notice that, if we remove the steps produced by our intervention in October 2000, the total drift would have been of a smaller value of 6 µm. Thus, this LVDT transducer allows us to obtain a very small drift of only some nanoradians per month.

**D. Thermal sensitivity of the LVDT transducer**

During the same experiment described in the previous section, the LVDT transducer was subjected to temperature variations of a few °C over several days. These variations show a strong correlation with the drift measurement (see Fig. 4). After removal of the average drift of the sensor, the measured variations are strongly correlated to the temperature variations (a). This allows us to device experimentally the thermal sensitivity of the LVDT transducer.
The thermal sensitivity was estimated by the correlation coefficient and is 0.39 μm/°C = 39 × 10⁻⁸/°C, which is a remarkably low value. As the characteristic length of the LVDT is of the order of a few centimeters, we can notice that this coefficient is not of the same order of magnitude as the thermal dilation coefficient of silica: 54 × 10⁻⁸/°C. We think that the disturbance must be due to the electronics. As we have the objective to design an instrument as insensitive to the temperature as possible, we purposely proscribe as much as possible the use of metals which have got dilatation coefficients as much as 10 or 100 times larger than silica.

III. INSTRUMENTAL RESPONSE AND SENSITIVITY

A. Equation of motion and transfer functions

The dynamic behavior of the fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes equation,

\[ \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + (v \cdot \nabla)v = -\nabla P + \rho g + \mu \nabla^2 v. \] (3)

As for the geometrical parameters of the instrument, \( l \) is the length of the tube, \( a \) and \( A \) are the cross sections of the tube and vessels, respectively, \( H \) is the fluid average height in the vessels, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, and \( \rho, v, \) and \( \mu \) are the fluid density, the kinematic viscosity, and the dynamic viscosity. \( Z(t) \) is the vertical displacement in the vessel and \( v(t) \) is the speed of a fluid particle [see Fig. 1(a)].

Equation (3) is integrated along a stream of current followed by a fluid particle, the left term becomes 0 and the right term gives the equation of motion,

\[ \left( 2H + \frac{lA}{a} \right) \frac{d^2 Z(t)}{dt^2} + \left( \frac{8 \pi v l A}{a^2} \right) \frac{dZ(t)}{dt} + 2gZ(t) = 0, \] (4)

thus

\[ \frac{d^2 Z(t)}{dt^2} + 2\beta \omega_0 \frac{dZ(t)}{dt} + \omega_0^2 Z(t) = 0, \] (5)

with

\[ \omega_0^2 = \frac{2g}{2H + \frac{lA}{a}} \sim \frac{2ga}{lA}, \]

when

\[ 2H \ll \frac{lA}{a} \]

and

\[ \beta = \frac{2\pi v l A}{ga^2} \omega_0, \] (6)

where \( \omega_0 \) is the eigenfrequency of the system and \( \beta \) is the relative damping factor.

When the instrument is excited by external forces, such as a rotation versus the vertical \( \theta(t) \) or a horizontal acceleration of the base \( X(t) \), Eq. (3) becomes

\[ \frac{d^2 Z(t)}{dt^2} + 2\beta \omega_0 \frac{dZ(t)}{dt} + \omega_0^2 Z(t) = -\frac{a}{lA} X - \omega_0^2 \frac{l \theta}{2}. \] (7)

Often, the fluid equation is solved by the Euler motion technique, which leads to this equation of motion but without the second member. On the other hand, Shepard found a slightly different result through the Lagrangian resolution of the system. He obtained an exact value for the inertia factor of \( 2H + 4l A/3a \) instead of \( 2H + l A/ a \) (see Table I).

We assume a uniform velocity profile for our derivation of the inertia factor compared to the parabolic profile assumed by d’Oreye. However, as will be showed in the following sections, with the typical values of the parameters of presently operating tiltmeters, the difference in the inertia factor and thus in the transfer functions is insignificant.

Equations (5) and (7) are differential equations of second order with constant coefficients and with a second member for Eq. (7). By a Laplace transform two transfer functions are derived for the tilt, \( T(\omega) \), and for the horizontal displacement, \( D(\omega) \).

\[ T(\omega) = \frac{1}{\omega_0^2 + 2i \beta \omega + 1}, \] (8)

and

\[ D(\omega) = \frac{a \omega_0^2}{A \omega_0^2 + 2i \beta \omega + 1}. \] (9)

These two transfer functions have two poles and two zeros,

\[ \omega_{\text{poles}} = \omega_0 (\beta \pm \sqrt{\beta^2 - 1}) \] (10)

and

\[ \omega_{\text{zeros}} = \pm \infty. \] (11)

\( D(\omega) \) has a supplementary zero at \( \omega=0 \).

The amplitude and the phase of \( T(\omega) \) and \( D(\omega) \) are represented in Fig. 5. We can notice that the long base tiltmeters are far from sensitive to the displacement component.

Tilt transfer functions can be measured experimentally by instantaneously adding some amount of liquid in one vessel. The response of the system \( d(t) \) to this Heaviside excitation is measured. The step response \( d(t) \) is related to the transfer response by

\[ T(\omega) = \omega_0^2 F[d'(t)]. \] (12)

The experimentally derived transfer function can be compared to the theoretical prediction by of Eqs. (8) and (9).
B. Experimental calibration

We did the measurement for each of the two transducers in order to have two independent estimations. The whole experiment had to be done quickly (a few minutes) in order to avoid notable variations of environment conditions such as the temperature.

The sensitivities of the sensors to incremental vertical displacement are defined as

\[ S_1 = \frac{\Delta U_1}{\Delta Z_1} \quad \text{and} \quad S_2 = \frac{\Delta U_2}{\Delta Z_2} \]  

(where \( \Delta U_1 \) and \( \Delta U_2 \) are in volts and \( \Delta Z_1 \) and \( \Delta Z_2 \) are in micrometers). \hspace{1cm} (13)

The most delicate problem with this experimental assessment is the biases due to the presence of the menisci at the surface of the liquid. Capillarity effects along the pyrex-PTFE wall of the vessels can counteract the ascension of the liquid when injecting a small volume of liquid smaller or of the same order than the capillarity height [see Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. The solution advocated by d’Oreye\(^6\) is to add a sufficient amount to avoid these problems. Instead, we chose to use an oil with a capillarity height of \( 5.54 \times 10^{-4} \) m, that is, approximately twice smaller than the one of water. Our sensor has the advantage of a sufficiently large range about \( 1 \) mm to do so. We thus decided to inject 1 ml of liquid at each step which gives a variation of the liquid height of 73 \( \mu \)m in the vessel. The accuracy about the volume of injected liquid is better than 2%, which is then the assumed error in our calibration procedure. We perform the fluid injection over all the possible effective range measurement in order to have the largest possible number of measurements to minimize the estimation errors.

The slope in the linear part of the calibration curve gives the coefficient of calibration of the sensor (see Fig. 6). The experimental measurements show a remarkably small scattering around the average slope, which is determined by a linear regression on 30 points of measurement. The difference between the measured curve and the regression line are some oscillations with an eight or nine point period. They produce a standard deviation of 18.5 \( \mu \)m, that is to say, a calibration error of 4.1% on the N37°E sensor and 3.7% on

---

**FIG. 5.** (Color online) (Left) Theoretical (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) amplitude of \( T(\omega) \). (Right) Theoretical (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) phase. (Bottom) Corresponding plot of the difference.
the N217°E sensor. These oscillations cannot be produced by a thermal dilation because of its magnitude. An increase of some tenths of °C in temperature prompted by our presence produces a variation of several micrometers and would thus correspond to an error of some tenths of percent in the calibration. We think that these oscillations are produced by capillarity effects and their eigenperiod corresponds to the capillary height of the oil. When cumulating the capillarity and injected volume errors, the total error of the calibration process can reach 6%.

IV. RESULTS FROM A CONTINUOUS MONITORING WITH TWO 100 m LONG WATER TUBE TILTMETERS (STATION IN THE VOSGES MOUNTAINS)

A. The hydrology research project (ANR, ECCO 9 hydrology and geodesy)

The hydrology research project which started at the end of the year 2004 aims to study the effect of the hydrological load of an aquifer in the Rhine Valley (Vosges) and the associated crustal flexure. In order to meet this objective, we need to be able to measure the strain with a high resolution and stability for time spans from few minutes to few years.

The site is a mine located 35 km eastward from the large Rhine aquifer and 1 km northward from a small river and its aquifer. We installed two 100 m long tiltmeters, one in the N37°E direction which has provided continuous monitoring since December 2004 and the other in the radial direction which started in November 2005, near Sainte-Croix aux Mines. The geographical coordinates are (latitude: 48.27°N, longitude: 07.24°E). In Fig. 7, we can see a seasonal tilt of amplitude of several 10^{-7} rad produced by the hydrological state variation.

B. Earth tide analysis

The first tilt continuous monitoring started in December 2004 with the long base tiltmeter in the N37°E direction. Over the first 28 months, we can observe very well the Earth tide signal (see Fig. 7). We conducted two analyses with the ETERNA software, in order to estimate the noise on different frequency bands near the Earth tide modes. The first analysis is over the first 14 months, and the second over 28 months. On the first analysis of semidiurnal and diurnal tides, the noise level is between 4.8 and 10.4 \times 10^{-11} \text{ rad}, and on the second, longer analysis the noise level is smaller with

![FIG. 6.](image1) Calibration curves for the two sensors of the long base tiltmeter along the N37°E direction. These curves were obtained experimentally by incrementally adding a small determined amount of liquid in each vessel (1 ml).

![FIG. 7.](image2) (Color online) (a) Tiltmetric signal over the whole recorded period (December 2004–April 2007) measured in direction N37°E and 127°N. (b) The curve shows the long term flow of water in the mine, and the vertical bar shows the monthly rainfall. The tilt signal is a strain in the mine produced by the hydrological effect.
TABLE II. On a duration 14 and 28 months, noise level on the frequency bands of the tide waves of the long base tiltmeter in direction N37°E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency band (cpd) (cycle per day)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>White noise duration of 14 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise (nrad) on duration of 14 months</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (nrad) on duration of 28 months</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a value between 3.5 and $6.8 \times 10^{-11}$ rad. The white noise level was also assessed, with a very small value from 3.5 to $2.5 \times 10^{-11}$ rad. We also estimated the amplitude of the main semidiurnal wave M2. For our site of Sainte-Croix aux Mines (Vosges massif), in N37°E direction, it is $27.58 \text{ nrad}$ with a very small rms from $24 \times 10^{-12}$ to only $18 \times 10^{-12}$ rad and the uncertainty on phase is from $0.05\degree$ to $0.03\degree$ (that is to say, 4.5 s). It is one of the best precisions recorded today with a tiltmeter and that on a recording duration of only 28 months. We look forward to the future results over several years of durations. We sum up these results in two tables: Table II shows the noise values by frequency bands and Table III shows the tidal wave amplitudes found with their uncertainties (rms).

Using the ETERNA software also allows us to compare the theoretical tides with our observations. In the following the $\gamma$ value refers to the amplitude ratio and $\varphi$ to the difference in phase. Tide signals were already measured in Western Europe with horizontal pendula by Melchior.\textsuperscript{15,16} The main conclusion of his study is that east-west (EW) observations are more easily predicted than north-south (NS) observations for which $\gamma$ values go from 0.38 to 0.9. We found $\gamma$ values always lower than 1, which can vary from 0.680 08 for the O1 wave, 0.798 92 for M2, and 0.865 50 for the wave N2. Our instrument geographical coordinates are $48.27\degree$N and $07.24\degree$E and the base azimuth is N37°E (closer to the NS direction than the EW direction). The station is far enough from any sea zones so as not to exclusively record oceanic load effects. d’Oreye\textsuperscript{8} also made an analysis of the tide signal recorded at Walferdange (Luxembourg) by a long base tiltmeter with an azimuth of N27°E (close to our instrument). By also using the ETERNA software, he found $\gamma$ values for the M2 wave of 0.765 22, 0.839 24 for N2, and 0.670 22 for O1.\textsuperscript{8} His values are close to our estimates with a few percent discrepancy. Nevertheless, they are also always lower, which can be explained by a stronger oceanic load effect given the fact that their instrument is closer to the North Sea. He then applied an oceanic load correction to the theoretical assessments and found $\gamma$ values for the wave M2 of 0.844 8, 0.838 24 for N2, and 0.656 3 for O1.\textsuperscript{8} There remains a discrepancy of 12%–16% for the semidiurnal tides. In our case, the discrepancy amounts to 14%–21% for the semidiurnal tides, and can be mostly accounted for by oceanic load added to the calibration error (6%, Sec. III).\textsuperscript{17}

C. Long term stability

In order to be relevant long term hydrological surveys, our instruments must display the smallest drift rate possible.
Over the last months, the data showed a drift of only 6.5 \times 10^{-9} \text{ rad/month} (see Fig. 8) (moreover a part of this drift might be due to a constant very long period external tilt signal). We point out that 1 nrad corresponds to a height of only 0.01 mm over a distance of 10 km. This long term stability which was displayed very shortly after the installation (1 month for the instrument 127°N) is one of the lowest drift rates reported in the worldwide scientific literature. This proves that our long base tiltmeter with similar installation conditions is perfectly suitable for the monitoring of long term tiltmetric rates lower than 10^{-7} \text{ rad/yr}. Over a few years duration, this type of instrument would thus be able to resolve vertical tectonic or volcanic loads better than current GPS systems. On shorter durations of a few days to a few weeks, the detection capacities of long period signals will be better by a factor of 10–1000 than GPS resolution.

During the installation, the greatest precautions must be taken for three fundamental points. In order to have the best stability, we must carefully select and be sure of the neatness of the sensitivity sensors measuring the incremental liquid height. Sensors must sit on a perfectly flat rock plane for a good coupling between the bedrock and the sensors [Figs. 9(a) and 9(c)]. We thus had to dig niches within the walls. Finally, in order to have the smallest biases due to barometric and thermal perturbations, the tube must be as horizontal as possible [Fig. 9(b)].

D. Observation of two large Sumatra events (2004 and 2005) and of the Earth eigenfrequencies

Large earthquakes \((M>8)\) are required to excite at a perceptible level the lowest toroidal and spheroidal modal oscillations of the Earth which involve a whole deformation of the Earth mantle (see Fig. 10). For the Mw=9.3 Sumatra event, we computed the spectrum of time series of 33.5 h of our 100 m long tiltmeter oriented along N37°E and of

FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Observation on the 26th of December 2004 of the Mw=9.3 Sumatra earthquake. (b) Observation on the 28th of March 2005 of the Mw=8.7 Sumatra earthquake. The NS tiltmeter raw data are shown in dark and in gray after removal of the tide signal by an analysis with ETERNA software.
the STS1 of the seismic GEOSCOPE station of Échéry. For comparison, the two horizontal components of the latter were combined to give the component on the same 37°E direction (see Fig. 11). The very low level noise ($10^{-11}$ rad) of both instruments allow the detection of all modes with frequencies down to 1.2 mHz. Paradoxically, our instrument was not designed for this kind of observations as shown on the instrumental response curves on the left: 50% of the signal was filtered out by the instrument on the frequency band between 0.1 and 1.5 mHz and the filter was up to 90% for frequencies higher than 2 mHz. Our numerical model of the instrumental responses shows that a tiltmeter with a larger tube diameter will be more appropriate for this kind of leading edge seismic observations (see Fig. 12).

E. Noise level and resolution

The noise level on the frequency band of Earth tides was estimated by using ETERNA software, and also on the frequency band of the Earth free modes (see Secs. IV B and IV D). In order to estimate the noise level on the other frequency bands, we compute the power spectral density (PSD).

An estimate of the PSD of a time series $X_i \quad i=1, \ldots, N$ with a sampling step $dt$ in seconds and $N$ samples is

$$\text{PSD}(\omega_p) = \frac{2.0}{2\pi N} \left| \sum_{k=1}^{N} x_k e^{-i\omega_k dt} \right|^2$$

for

$$\{\omega_p\} = \left\{ \frac{p}{N,dt} ; p = 0, \ldots, \frac{N}{2} \right\}.$$

The 2.0 in the numerator is for taking into account both negative and positive frequencies.$^{8,13}$ We compare the PSD of our instrument with the long base tiltmeter at Piñon Flat Observatory (see Fig. 13).

F. First order static thermal correction

By increasing the length of the pipe the tiltmeter has a longer base, which increases its sensitivity and its stability, but it can also increase its thermal sensitivity.

Our thermal dynamic model$^7$ shows that a local temperature disturbance on the fill water tube produces a dilatation of the liquid and the tube. When the tube is tilted, this disturbance generates asymmetrical liquid height variations at the end vessels (due to pressure interaction). As the tilt is determined from the level difference, an error on the tilt measurement is created in this case. Purely symmetrical height variation only due to dilatation effect is only possible when the tube is perfectly horizontal.

But it is an important constraint to install a perfectly horizontal tube. A good alternative is to work with half filled tubes, thus the liquid necessarily has a horizontal free surface all along the tube.$^{4,12}$ On the other hand, there is a larger risk of evaporation and it is more difficult to know the transfer function. The other constraint is to have a perfectly straight installation; it is possible to build on the surface which is not always in deep mine.
In order to avoid assymetrical thermal effects, we took great care to have a perfectly horizontal pipe (with an error lower than 5 mm out of 100 m). Moreover, the greatest thermal variations in the mine are annual and homogeneous with an amplitude of only few hundredths of °C. With these conditions, the thermal influence is negligible. We also have to check the symmetrical effect of the temperature variations. Each time someone passes along the tube, one creates a thermal wave (see Fig. 14). The latter heats the whole tube and produces a larger dilation of the PTFE tube than the liquid. We observe variations which are symmetrical and negative at the end vessels, but as they are perfectly symmetrical, they cancel out when doing the difference for the computation of the tilt signal.

FIG. 13. (Color online) Comparaison between the power spectral density resulting from 28 months of recording data with the instrument in N37°E direction (black curve) with the power spectral density reference coming from Agnew (1986) (dot).

FIG. 14. (Color online) (a and b) Thermal disturbance produced by the tube and liquid dilation and observed at the two end vessels. The tube is perfectly horizontal and it is subjected over all its length to a thousandth heating of °C. We observed the disturbance on the common mode [see Fig. 14(c)], but not on the differential mode which is proportional to the tiltmetric signal. [see Fig. 14(d)].
V. CONCLUSION

By years of experimentation, we have mastered in the know-how to build and install long base tiltmeters in all kind of areas where a crustal flexure signal needs to be monitored. The kind of signal can be, for example, some aseismic strain in seismogenic zones (in subduction or extensional areas) or the dilatation signal associated to a magma chamber or the hydrological load. We have recently carried out this latter type of monitoring in the Vosges mountain range. We are currently able to set up one or more long base tiltmetric stations with a base from 10 up to 500 m. Our tiltmeters display a remarkable stability compared to other documented instruments and tiltmeters; in particular, we observe a stability of 6.5 nrad/month for the period range from seconds to several months. This stability allows submillimeter measurements that are still not possible for GPS or InSAR surveys. For example, transient event detection and measurement will be possible with our tiltmeters, when this kind of monitoring with a high resolution. In spite of a transfer function not adapted for the seismic frequency range, the observation of toroidal and spheroidal Earth normal modes has been possible with our operating instruments today. It is possible to design future instruments with adjusted geometrical characteristics which will have a better sensitivity in the seismic frequency range. We are also able to appreciably decrease the static thermal influence by installing a horizontal tube. However, we think that this induces an important technical constraint. It would be necessary to find the thermal dynamic response of an instrument with no horizontal tube and to try and correct it by identification.